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Start the new hunting season with Blaser Outfits: Functional, com-
fortable and lightweight at the same time – this is what our brand 
new collection for the transitional period and warmer days 
incorporates. All new outfits provide intelligent solutions and 
thought-through details, that are useful for both of your worlds – 
hunting and everyday life. 

We wish you a pleasant time with our current spring/summer 
 collection!

Discover more hunting apparel from the Blaser Outfits collection to 
accompany you the whole year round at www.blaser.de/outfits or from 
authorised dealers.

OUTFITS FOR THE  
NEW HUNTING SEASON

VINTAGE   
Tradition meets high-tech Page 6

LIFESTYLE 
For every day. For every occasion.

   Page 14

ARGALI 
Hunting apparel at the highest level

 Page 28

RAM  
Made for hard use 

 Page 34

BEST SELLERS 
Striking appearance. 
Maximum comfort. Page 40
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FUNCTION SYMBOLISM

Water- 
repellent

Protects from cold

Low noise level

Windproof

Waterproof

Tough

AT FIRST GLANCE
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VINTAGE

The VINTAGE outer fabric is woven exclusively for Blaser Outfits and 
is visually reminiscent of the traditional loden fabric of days gone by. 
Combined with high-tech materials, the VINTAGE line stands out due 
to its attractive styles, comfortable cuts and ultimate functionality. 

TRADITION MEETS 
HIGH-TECH
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VINTAGE | Men

SPACIOUS  
SLIT POCKETS

Blaser Polo Shirt Till 
Classic polo shirt with extraordinary 
details: the double sleeve and hem 
in olive and orange create a trendy 
„double layer“ look. The button 
placket with real horn buttons and the 
rubberised ARGALI logo on the chest 
perfectly round off its design.

Blaser Active VINTAGE Trousers 
Active can be taken literally here: Thanks to elastic inserts 
on knees and back, the Active VINTAGE trousers follow 
every movement. Now also available in olive mélange.

Blaser VINTAGE Softshell Jacket Andy  
VINTAGE look paired with ultimate function: robust 
softshell jacket and trendy everyday companion in one. 
Thanks to the outer fabric that is bonded with membrane 
and fleece, it is breathable, water-repellent and wind-
proof. With softly lined stand-up collar, pack-away hood 
and warming fleece inside on the inserts. Available in two 
colours.

Available in 
two colours

olive mélange/
black

brown/mélange

Blaser Canvas Belt Set
Three in one. Whether driven hunt, 
raised hide or stalking – the buckle in 
VINTAGE design with ARGALI em-
bossing can easily be fixed on one of 
the three exchangeable belt straps in 
brown, olive and orange. Belt buckle 
with integrated bottle opener.
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Trousers and jacket also 
available in 

olive mélange/black

Lining with high-quality 
ARGALI print

VINTAGE

VINTAGE |  Men

Blaser VINTAGE Cap Summer 
Anything but boring: VINTAGE cap with Teflon finish and 
tab for the German traditional “Branch of respect”.  
Available in two colours.

Blaser Active VINTAGE Trousers 
Shown here in olive mélange.
For detailed product description see page 8.

Blaser Active VINTAGE Jacket  
With water and wind-repellent outer fabric for maximum 
comfort when hunting. The combination of breathable 
softshell and mottled VINTAGE look fabric provides  
flexibility every time you move, whilst creating an impres-
sively sporty look. The extended rear cut and elastic cuffs 
are effective against the cold.

Blaser Active VINTAGE Trousers Andre 
Thanks to elastic inserts on knees and back, the summery 
light Active VINTAGE Trousers Andre follow every mo-
vement. Now also available in olive mélange.

Blaser VINTAGE 2-in-1 Jacket Luis 
Provides you with everything you need! The versatile  
2-in-1 all-rounder made of VINTAGE outershell fabric is 
both – robust outer jacket and detachable PRIMALOFT 
inner vest. The noiseless outer jacket is particularly light-
weight, water- and windproof as well as breathable thanks 
to RAMBRANE. The outer jacket‘s sleeves as well as the 
inner vest are padded with high-quality PRIMALOFT. 
With precious, decorative ARGALI print on the inner vest 
lining. Spacious pocket system.

Available in 
two colours

olive mélange/
black 

brown/mélange

Blaser Polo Shirt Oliver
Stylish in the summer season. Short-sleeved polo shirt 
with classic polo collar. Decorative highlight: real horn 
buttons on button placket, breast pocket as well as 
 shoulder trimmings in contrasting colour. With longer 
back and sporty side seam slits.
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VINTAGE | Ladies

Blaser Twill Blouse Emilia
Sporty, elegant chic in feminine shape. 
The perfect choice for chilly days. Thanks 
to the classy pattern the blouse can be 
combined in a variety of ways. Additional 
chest pockets each with flap and button. 

Hood with  
elastic edging

Blaser Active VINTAGE Trousers Andrina   
The perfect fit for any hunting ground! The lightweight, 
low-noise hunting trousers convince with trendy two-tone 
look and feminine cut. Water-repellent through Teflon 
EcoElite™ finish. Elastic inserts ensure utmost comfort  
and maximum ease of movement. Particularly convenient: 
the integrated woven belt with snap lock.

Blaser Softshell Jacket Edwina      
Softshell jacket in knit look with wind-
lock-function that captivates through its 
feminine cut. Water- and dirt-repellent, 
windproof. Warming, cosy fleece lining. 
Slightly raised collar with adjustable 
hood. ARGALI logo embroidery.

Blaser VINTAGE Softshell Jacket Andrea     
Classic style in new looks – the exclusive VINTAGE outer 
fabric captivates here as lightweight softshell jacket 
with wonderful details. Water-repellent, windproof and 
breathable thanks to the outer fabric that is bonded 
with membrane and fleece. With warming ealstic cuffs, 
shoulder section in contrasting colour and gold-coloured 
ARGALI logo.

WITH HOOD
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LIFESTYLE

Whether for hunting or everyday use – our lifestyle collection unites 
the best of both worlds. We have drawn our inspiration not only from 
trendy, highly functional outdoor fashion but also from classically 
elegant hunting fashion. Elaborate details round off our lifestyle line. 
The result is flexible outfits that you can wear for hunting as much as 
in the office or for leisure. Find your own personal favourite!

FOR EVERY DAY. 
FOR EVERY OCCASION.
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LIFESTYLE | Men

Blaser SUEDE Jacket Nicolas  
Your noiseless heat source for chilly days in the hunting 
ground. Precious Suede jacket with stand-up collar and 
hood adjustable by drawstring. Available in olive with a 
soft teddy fleece lining and dark brown with a super soft 
camo fleece lining.

Blaser Twill Shirt Lukas
Hard-wearing and soft at the same time: This is our pop-
ular twill fabric with contrast coloured coconut buttons. 
The fit is slightly tailored.

Real Leather Belt Leonhard
Robust real leather belt in an elegant used look. With 
metal buckle in matt silver and stylish ARGALI logo  
embossing on the belt’s tip.

Workwear Trousers Finn   
Robust work trousers made of hard-wearing, toffee- 
coloured canvas cotton. With pre-shaped knees for 
maximum freedom of movement. Numerous pockets 
provide ample storage for hunting gear and work tools.

Blaser Polo Shirt Sandro    
Light short-sleeved polo shirt in bamboo piqué looks. The 
discreet decorative seams and real horn buttons are the 
eycatcher of this shirt. The elastic sleeve hems and side 
seam slits provide additional wearing comfort. 

Blaser Cap with Patch 
Lightweight and enjoyably wearable. Reliably it shades 
your eyes, sits perfectly, and scores with its stylish patch.

Blaser Leather Belt Ludwig
Becomes even more beautiful the longer you wear it. 
Robust belt made of cowhide in trendy vintage looks. 
Buckle in colour antique brass with discreet ARGALI logo 
embossing.

Available in 
two colours

sand
toffee

Available in 
two colours

Blaser Softshell Jacket Edwin 
Simple elegance combined with Softshell in knit look 
turn this durable jacket into a favourite. With windlock 
function. Water- and dirt-repellent, windproof. With 
stand-up collar. Hem adjustable by drawstring.
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LIFESTYLE |  Ladies

Blaser Fleece Jacket Gwendola 
The versatile all-rounder made of cosy and pleasant fleece 
combines a feminine cut with functional details: stand-up 
collar, two slit pockets, thumb loops on the cuffs. 
ARGALI embroidery on the left chest.

Blaser Workwear Trousers Finnia 
Rugged hunting trousers for the hard use. The durable 
canvas fabric takes a lot, is easy to clean and at the same 
time looks classically good. Two additional flap pockets 
offer enough space for accessories. 

Blaser SUEDE Jacket Nicola 
Hunting style in precious Suede. Thanks to its waisted 
cut with princess seams and elastic inserts around the 
hips, the jacket offers  maximum freedom of  movement.  
Raised collar with adjustable hood. Discreet ARGALI em-
broidery. Available in olive with a soft teddy fleece lining 
and dark brown with a super soft camo fleece lining.

With warming 
fleece lining

Available in 
two colours

olive
dark brown
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SHOES MADE FOR 
THE OUTDOORS

Blaser Casual Outdoor Shoes  
For a safe and stylish appearance in any 
terrain – while being surprisingly light-
weight. The extra non-slip Vibram® sole 
prevents slipping on wet, muddy ground. 
Convenient fit and washable insoles pro-
vide maximum wearing comfort.

Blaser Stalking Boots “Winter” 
For the hard use even in adverse conditions. The high 
shaft and the durable Perwanger leather reliably keep 
away snow, rain and cold.  
Shaft height: 16 cm.

Blaser Socks “Long” 
Long socks that are both warm and practical. Largely 
prevent heat accumulation and dissipate moisture. With 
protectors made of Climayarn.

Blaser Socks “Allround“
Hard-wearing, quality socks with both thermal and insula-
ting properties. The Airchannel system regulates heat and 
dissipates moisture.

Blaser Stalking Boots “All Season” 
Whether snow, rain or sunshine – the stalking boots  
“All Season” made of Perwanger leather in matt looks  
are particularly durable. 
Shaft height: 13 cm.

Blaser Stalking Boots “Spring” 
The light version made of robust Cordura® and leather  
for the warm season and when weight is paramount. 
Shaft height: 13 cm. 

Stalking on silent soles – the exclusive Blaser boots in three versions are ideal for almost silent stalking.  High-quality 
rubber soles by Vibram® in combination with cushioned, particularly flexible EVA midsoles provide an extremely  
low-noise rolling movement. Waterproof and breathable thanks to a membrane. Made of chromium-free tanned  
Perwanger leather.

WINTER SPRING

ALL SEASON

VIBRAM®

SOLE

NEWNEW
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Blaser ACTIVE Primaloft Jacket Peer 
A cool design for the transitional period – with stylish 
 Blaser allover print and highlights in blaze orange.  
Warming and water-repellent thanks to PRIMALOFT 
 padding and TeflonEcoElite™ finish. Elastic inserts and   
low weight provide enhanced wearing comfort. 

Lifestyle | Men

Blaser Softshell Jacket Sascha 
Lightweight softshell jacket on the outside, soft fleece 
lining on the inside. Its outer fabric is bonded with mem-
brane and jersey making the jacket not only breathable, 
but also water-repellent and windproof. The eyecatcher: 
decorative braids on sleeves and hem.  
With detachable hood.

Blaser Light Down Jacket Robert 
A lightweight all-rounder with refined decorative seams. 
Its down filling in the front, back and lower sleeves pro-
vides warmth even with cooler temperatures. Chin protec-
tion and thumb loops offer utmost wearing comfort. 

Blaser Active Vest Arno  
Follows every movement. Sporty high-performance vest 
with warming 3M Thinsulate padding in the back area.

The temperature often fluctuates with 
the changing of the seasons. The new 
Blaser Outfits jackets and vests are 
the perfect clothing for spring and 
autumn. Their light padding made of 
down or functional materials, keeps 
you pleasantly warm on cold days 
without overheating. In combination 
with elastic softshell, they move with 
you and are thus ideal for hunting 
and other outdoor activities.
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Lifestyle | Men Lifestyle | Ladies

Blaser Basic Fleece Jacket Hannes 
The lightweight and warming classic for the transition-
al period in the hunting ground. The low-noise fabric 
ensures that you can move silently. Decorative trimmings 
on pockets and elbows set visual accents. Available in 
two colours.

Blaser T-Shirt Arnold
Reed green coloured round neck shirt with convenient 
breast pocket in camouflage on the chest and large, 
 camouflage coloured ARGALI logo print on the back.

Blaser Active Fleece Jacket Hanna 
A comfortable hooded jacket in a simple design. The 
exterior is made of high-quality fleece with a water- and 
dirt-repellent finish. With a longer back and soft lining.

Blaser Poplin Blouse Sara
Made of pleasant poplin, we gave this blouse a slightly 
tailored cut to compliment your silhouette.

Blaser T-Shirt Olivia
Reed green coloured, summery shirt with V-neck. Cap-
tivates with the bamboo jersey fabric and the striking 
ARGALI logo print on the chest. Additional detail: the 
discreet decorative seam on the sleeves and hem. 

Blaser Light Down Jacket Roberta 
Refined look, particularly cosy and extremely lightweight 
at the same time. Front, back and lower sleeves with 
warming down filling and decorative seams. Convenient: 
thumb loops in the cuffs. 

Blaser Logo T-Shirt
Strong brand commitment. The Argali is cult. This season it 
comes as an eyecatcher on the front of our basics. Carefully 
crafted with elaborate double-seam along sleeve and bor-
der. Available in the colours dune and olive.
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Functional Jackets | Active Hunt

Blaser Active Trousers Hakon 
Their name speaks for itself - the elastic active Hakon 
trousers are the ideal companion for adventures in the 
great outdoors. Comfortable fit for absolute ease of  
movement. With water-repellent finish and extra robust 
knee, shin and back area. The lateral ventilation slits  
additionally provide ultimate wearing comfort with  
rising temperatures.

Blaser Active Fleece Jacket Cuno 
Simple elegance for mild weather. The outside of the 
fleece fabric is dirt- and water-repellent. Elastic inserts 
ensure maximum freedom of movement. The jacket also 
features a longer back.

Blaser Fleece Troyer Ulrich 
The easy-care, particularly soft fleece troyer keeps you 
pleasantly warm and captivates with decorative seams 
in orange. The stand-up collar with chin protection and 
the convenient breast pocket make it an indispensable 
companion for the new hunting season. 

Blaser Active Underwear Shirt 
A warm, breathable long-sleeved shirt with insulating 
function and anti-microbial properties. Also anti-static 
and dissipates moisture. Quick drying.

Blaser Active Underwear Trousers 
Warm, quick-drying underwear with insulating function 
and anti-microbial properties. Optimal moisture manage-
ment. Anti-static and breathable.

OPTIMAL EASE OF 
MOVEMENT

Extra 
robust
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ARGALI

this is the claim we aim to live up to with the ARGALI line. The  styles 
are tailor-made for active hunters and tuned for performance: They   
are quiet, unbelievably comfortable and also withstand wind and 
 weather. The natural colour scheme is also a must for these outfits.

HUNTING APPAREL 
AT THE HIGHEST LEVEL –
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ARGALI | Men

Blaser ARGALI Jacket Light Sporty 
ARGALI Light Sporty: quiet fabric, natural colours. In 
combination with our breathable RAMBRANE membrane, 
the ARGALI fabric keeps water out, but is breathable at 
the same time. Water- and windproof, this light jacket 
offers utmost wearing comfort. To make it even more 
comfortable, we provided a two-way zipper and a chin 
protection. Once you are used to the numerous pockets, 
you won’t want to miss them.

Blaser ARGALI Quilted Vest 
Sporty, fashionable quilted-look hunting and casual 
vest made of low-noise ARGALI fabric. Comfortably 
light as well as airy and extremely warm, thanks to the 
PRIMALOFT padding and fleece-lined pockets. Extended 
cut at the back.

Blaser ARGALI Trousers Sporty Proxi 
When comfort and functionality meet: The ARGALI outer 
fabric with TeflonEcoElite™ keeps moisture away and 
is tailored to stalking thanks to its low noise level. The 
anti-slip elastic waistband and the optimised, close fit 
provide comfortable wearing. Available in two colours. 

Blaser Fleece Jacket Johann 
A design full of character and functionality. This com-
fortable fleece jacket features water- and dirt-repellent 
properties and an outer fabric with ARGALI panels with 
Teflon finish. Fleece-lined.  

Blaser Polo Shirt David
We have taken nature’s best materials to create this ex-
tremely comfortable shirt. Cotton combined with buttons 
made of  real horn. Our durable ARGALI fabric is used on 
the collar, pockets and the button placket. There is hardly 
an easier way of being well-dressed.

Available in 
two colours

Available in 
two colours

olive/mélange
brown/mélange

olive/mélange
brown/mélange

WITH CHIN 
 PROTECTION ON 

THE COLLAR

Blaser Poplin Shirt Classic Boris
For hunting or leisure time  – light, checkered poplin shirt 
with classic cut and Kent collar. With convenient breast 
pocket on the left.

Blaser Travel Hat  
For all weather and any occasion. Famous for its versa-
tility, the water-repellent yet breathable Blaser hat also 
offers UV A+B protection. Additional travel bonus: It is 
crunched and can easily be brought back into its original 
shape. Made from exquisite virgin wool. Available colours 
are loden green and dark brown mottled.
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ARGALI |  Men ARGALI | Ladies

Blaser ARGALI 2-in-1 Jacket 
Flexibility redefined – the combination of weatherproof 
exterior and lightweight fleece interior jacket makes the 
ARGALI 2-in-1 a highly practical hunting companion at 
any time of the year. The exterior jacket made of low-
noise ARGALI fabric keeps out wind and rain, thanks 
to RAMBRANE. The interior jacket made of breathable, 
quick drying fleece can also be worn on its own. With 
spacious pockets.

Blaser ARGALI Trousers Light Proxi 
Shape, colour, function – they are tailored to active 
hunters. Their ergonomically optimised, close fit and the 
durable RAMTEX trimming on the inner leg ensure almost 
noiseless walking and utmost wearing comfort. At the 
same time wind and moisture do not have the slightest 
chance of entering thanks to robust RAMBRANE and 
ARGALI outer fabric with TeflonEcoElite™ finish. 

Available in 
two colours

Available in 
two colours

olive/mélange
braun/mélange

olive/mélange
brown/mélange

ARGALI Cap Summer 
With this light headgear, Blaser caps it all.

Blaser ARGALI Jacket Light Sporty Ladies 
You will love the function along with the look. Our top- 
quality ARGALI material provides comfort in cool weather, 
and numerous pockets offer space for everything you want  
to keep within reach.

Blaser Fleece Jacket Arnika 
A fluffy fleece jacket with a water- and dirt-repellent 
finish. The outer fabric with its reinforced ARGALI panels 
and Teflon finish creates a stunning visual impression. 
With fleece-lined slit pockets. 

Blaser ARGALI Trousers Light+ Ladies 
The perfect combination of feminine fit and utmost  
functionality. Thanks to breathable RAMBRANE fabric 
and  TeflonEcoElite™ they withstand adverse weather 
conditions. Maximum ease of movement and low-noise 
materials give the  ARGALI trousers light+ the finishing 
touch.

WITH TEFLON  
FINISH

Fleece can also be 
worn separately
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RAM
The durable RAM material can withstand even the most difficult condi-
tions and provides reliable resistance to wind and rain with its functional 
membrane or laminated outer surface. Thanks to its robust structure, 
RAM is the ideal choice for harsh conditions in the hunting field.

MADE FOR HARD USE
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Blaser Active RAM Trousers Nevis       
The perfect trousers for stalking – particularly comfortable 
and water-repellent thanks to TeflonEcoElite™ finish.  
Elastic inserts on the back as well as pre-shaped knees 
offer unlimited ease of movement. The lateral zipped 
ventilation slits provide an optimum body climate when 
moving. While sitting game the inner lining keeps you 
comfortably warm. With thought-out pocket system. The 
knee area can additionally be supported through a knee 
pad (not included in the scope of delivery).

Blaser RAM Baseball Cap    
Trendy cap with RAMTEX trimmings and tab for the Ger-
man traditional “Branch of Respect”. Adjustable in size 
through velcro strap on the back. 

Blaser “Touch” Gloves    
High-tech high five: Conductive material enhances index 
fingers and thumbs to allow for comfortable use of touch-
screen devices. Palm with soft rubber grip zone to ensure 
a safe grip at all times. Durable with warm fleece lining.

Blaser RAM Jacket Light Sporty     
The lightweight and durable hunting companion is wind- 
and waterproof – thanks to RAM fabric and breathable 
RAMBRANE. A thought-out pocket system and many 
comfort functions like the easily detachable hood make 
the RAM Jacket Light Sporty a robust all-rounder for hunt-
ing and leisure time activities.

THOUGHT- OUT 
POCKET SYSTEM

LATERAL  
VENTILATION  

SLITS

Blaser Reversible Leather Belt Hubertus
Make two from one. Thanks to its buckle with exclusive 
ARGALI embossing, the precious belt made of high- 
quality leather can be reversed with just one click. Front-
side in colour black. Reverse side in colour chestnut. 

RAM | Men
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Blaser Twill Shirt Alan 
Life would be boring without a little contrast. Made of soft 
and resistant Twill fabric, we gave this shirt an interesting 
two-coloured look and buttons made of coconut.

Blaser Poplin Shirt Classic Dirk 
Classic, light poplin shirt featuring stylish details in 
orange. With button-down collar and breast pocket 
on the left.

Blaser Basic Fleece Vest Philipp        
Extravagant details and warm fleece meet sporty design. 
The vest‘s particularly lightweight material offers optimum 
ease of movement and is low-noise at the same time. 
Visual highlights: the exclusive RAMTEX trimmings, 
the decorative ARGALI logo embroidery and the large, 
heat-printed ARGALI logo on the back. Available in
two colours.

Blaser RAM Trousers Light 
RAM Trousers Light are tight fitting while offering high 
ease of movement. They feature an anti-slip elastic 
waistband, double belt loops and a number of pockets 
including a covered hip pocket. Durable, soft and low 
noise comfort is a crucial advantage in the field, RAMTEX 
is used all along the inner legs.

COCONUT 
 BUTTONS

RAM | Men
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BEST SELLERS

From the shooting range to a driven hunt – our best sellers feature 
countless convenient details. Lightweight mesh, fine nappa leather and 
a well thought-out cut are our factors for success of striking shooting 
vest design. Our versatile companions for driven hunts present them-
selves weatherproof and robust. Last but not least, the stylish Blaser 
caps round off our range of best sellers.

STRIKING APPEARANCE. 
MAXIMUM COMFORT.
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BEST SELLERS | Versatile Companions

Blaser Parcours Shooting Vest Right
Maximum comfort when hunting. The practical pockets 
provide ample space for carrying mobile phone, shooting 
pad and ammunition. Leather panels on the shoulders 
ensure a clean gun mount.

Blaser 4-Season Shooting Vest
A practical cut, premium materials and sophisticated 
design. A “must-have” for avid shotgun shooters. Nappa 
leather on the area where the gun is mounted and leather 
trim on the generous pockets.

Blaser Mittenwald Pro 
Everything you might find useful: the hip pocket, the knife 
pocket, our RAMTEX trimmings on the inner side of the 
leg to support quiet movement, the durable cotton trim-
mings on the knee area, the water-repellent hem – with 
these trousers we thought about everything.

Blaser Cap Orange
Let’s go on driven hunt. Exclusive ARGALI embroi-
dery as noble attribute.

Blaser Blaze Vest Albin
A lightweight vest in blaze orange. With the Blaser logo 
printed on the front and back. Size adjustable using the 
clip on the front.

Blaser Blaze Jacket Gregor 
The jacket with a blaze orange wood print motif is wind- 
and waterproof, thanks to the lamination and Teflon finish 
of the outer fabric. Two thermal pockets, two flap pockets 
and two inside pockets provide plenty of storage. The 
back area features a lightweight mesh lining.

Blaser Cap Aiko 
Here comes the ARGALI. Contrast-coloured embroidery 
makes this high-quality, sporty summer cap go along 
perfectly with every Blaser outfit.

Blaser Cap bicolour
Visor cap in a two-colour mix, with noble ARGALI  
embroidery.

Blaser T-Shirt ARGALI Exclusive
We concentrate on the essential: high quality cotton. 
Thanks to double seams this shirt plays to its strength in 
hard use! Shirt ARGALI exclusive with elaborate ARGALI 
embroidery on the back and left breast. 
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PRODUCT 
OVERVIEW
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Blaser Active VINTAGE Trousers  
Water-repellent and windproof | Outer shell fabric with TeflonEcoElite™ finish | Elastic and durable | 
Special elastic bottom and knee trimmings assuring maximum ease of movement | Equipped with outer 
ankle zipper for variable adjustment of trousers legs | Double belt loops | Two slit pockets with zipper | 
Two lateral leg pockets with zipper
Colour olive/mélange/black (658), brown/mélange (574) | Material shell fabric 1: (VINTAGE) 
100% polyester, shell fabric 2: (RAMshell) 95% polyester 5% elastane, TeflonEcoElite™ finish |  
Trimmings  95% polyester, 5% elastane | Size 46 – 58, 25 – 29 
Item no. 115011-136/574 | Item no. 115011-136/658

Blaser VINTAGE Softshell Jacket Andy  
Softshell jacket with VINTAGE outer shell fabric | Extremely water-repellent through TeflonEcoElite™ 
finish | Windproof and breathable, bonded with membrane and fleece | Lightweight | Cosy fleece 
inside | Mesh lining in front area | Stand-up collar with pack-away hood | Two-way zipper with chin 
protection and inner wind flap | Two spacious side pockets, all with zipper | Vertical inner pocket with 
zipper | Cuffs adjustable by Velcro | Hem adjustable by elastic drawsting | Decorative ARGALI logo 
embroidery in colour gold.
Colour olive/mélange/black (658), brown/mélange (574) | Material  VINTAGE fabric – 100% polyester | 
bonded with membrane & fleece | TeflonEcoElite™ finish | Lining front lining: 100% polyester mesh | 
Trimming 95% polyester, 5% elastane | Membrane bonded (10.000 WP, 5.000 MVP) | Size S – 4XL
Item no. 117023-136/658 | Item no. 117023-136/574

Blaser Polo Shirt Till 
Short-sleeve polo shirt | Casual polo collar | Three-button placket with real horn buttons | Sleeve and 
hem seams in olive/orange coloured double layer look | Sporty side seam slits | Discreet, ARGALI 
rubber breast logo
Colour burned orange (355) | Material 100% cotton | contains non-textile parts of animal origin  
(real horn buttons) | Size S – 3XL
Item no. 117012-013/355

Blaser Canvas Belt Set
Metal buckle with three exchangeable belt straps in colour brown, olive, orange
Colour orange/ olive/ brown (344) | Material 100% polyester and metal buckle with ARGALI logo |  
Size One size 
Item no. 116125-118/344

Blaser Active VINTAGE Jacket 
Water-repellent | Windproof | Outershell with Teflon finish | Elastic and durable | Backside longer | 
Two-way-zipper, easy handling with chin protection | Raised collar | Breast pocket and two slit  
pockets on outside | Elastic cuffs | Document pocket inside | Fixable hem by elastic drawstring
Colour olive/mélange/black (658), brown/mélange (574) | Material 100% polyester | Trimmings  
Outside: 92% polyester, 8% elastane; Inside: 100% polyester | Size S – 3XL
Item no. 115042-136/658 | Item no. 115042-136/574

Blaser Active VINTAGE Trousers  
Water-repellent and windproof | Outer shell fabric with TeflonEcoElite™ finish | Elastic and durable | 
Special elastic bottom and knee trimmings assuring high and maximum ease of movement | Equipped 
with outer ankle zipper for variable adjustment of trousers legs | Double belt loops | Two slit pockets 
with zipper | Two lateral leg pockets with zipper
Colour olive/mélange/black (658), brown/mélange (574) | Material shell fabric 1 (VINTAGE): 100% 
polyester, shell fabric 2 (RAMshell): 95% polyester, 5% elastane, TeflonEcoElite™ finish | Trimmings  
95% polyester, 5% elastane | Size 46 – 58, 25 – 29 
Item no. 115011-136/574 | Item no. 115011-136/658  

Blaser VINTAGE Cap Summer 
Classical cap with tab for the German traditional “Branch of respect” 
Colour brown/mélange (574), mélange/mottled (575) | Material 100% polyester with  
TeflonEcoElite™ finish | Size One size
Item no. 116051-136/574 | Item no. 116051-136/575 

Blaser VINTAGE 2-in-1 Jacket Luis 
High-quality 2-in-1 jacket with detachable inner PRIMALOFT vest | Outer jacket: lightweight | Water- 
and windproof as well as breathable through RAMBRANE | Teflon finish | Mesh lining | Outer jacket 
sleeves padded with high-quality PRIMALOFT | Adjustable hood | Two-way zipper | Chin protection | 
Stand-up collar | Vertical breast pocket on left side closable with zipper | Horizontal inner document 
pocket | Two spacious Mesh lined slit pockets | Wind and warmth insulating Spandex cuffs with thumb 
loops | Velcro-adjustable cuffs | Hem adjustable by elastic drawstring | Black Inner Vest: lightweight 
and detachable | high-quality PRIMALOFT padding | Two spacious Mesh lined slit pockets | Horizontal 
inner document pocket on inner vest | Precious and decorative ARGALI print on inner vest lining
Colour brown/mélange | Material shell fabric: Outer jacket: 100% polyester bonded with Jersey and 
Teflon-finish; shell fabric: Inner jacket: 100% polyamide | Lining Outer jacket: 100% polyester mesh; 
Inner jacket: 100% polyamide | Padding sleeves: 100% polyester 60 g PRIMALOFT; padding vest: 
100% polyester 60 g PRIMALOFT | Trimmings sleeve and front trimming: 95% polyester, 5% elastane | 
Membrane Outer jacket – 100% polyester RAMBRANE – (10.000wp / 5.000mvp) | Size S – 4XL 
Item no. 116084-027/574 

Blaser Active VINTAGE Trousers Andre 
Water-repellent | VINTAGE outershell with TeflonEcoElite™ finish | Special elastic bottom and knee 
trimmings assuring high ease of movement | Belt loops | Two slit pockets and two patch pockets 
with zipper | Knife pocket right | Anti-slip elastic band
Colour olive/mélange/black (658), brown/mélange (574) | Material 100% polyester with TeflonEco- 
Elite™ finish | Trimmings Outside: 94% polyester, 6% elastane, Inside: 100% polyester | Size 46 – 60 
Item no. 116042-136/658 | Item no. 116042-136/574  

VINTAGE | Men

Blaser Polo Shirt Oliver
Short-sleeve polo shirt | Casual polo collar |Three-button placket with real horn buttons and orange 
coloured ARGALI embroidery | Left breast pocket, closable with horn button | Decorative shoulder 
trimmings in contrasting colour | Sporty side seam slits | Metal ARGALI logo on the collar 
Colour brown | Material 100% cotton with real horn buttons and metal ARGALI logo | contains  
non-textile parts of animal origin (real horn buttons) | Trimmings 100% cotton | Size S – 4XL
Item no. 117013-013/600  
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VINTAGE | Ladies

LIFESTYLE | Men

Blaser Softshell Jacket Edwina   
Rugged Softshell jacket | Wind-, water- and dirt-repellent | Cosy, warming fleece lining with insulating 
function | Raised collar with fixed hood | Hood adjustable by elastic drawstring | One-way zipper with 
chin protection | Two slit pockets each with zipper | Elastane cuffs for wind and warmth insulation | 
Feminine cut
Colour brown/mélange | Material 55% polyester, 45% wool (lambswool) bonded with 100% polyester 
Fleece | Trimmings wind flap and hood trimming: 100% polyester RAMTEX | Size 34 – 46 
Item no. 116106-011/574  

Blaser Twill Shirt Lukas 
Kent collar | Slightly waisted longsleeve shirt with button placket | Coloured coconut buttons |  
Two closable patch chest pockets | Decorative epaulettes | Adjustable cuffs | Fixable roll-up sleeves
Colour dark olive | Material 100% cotton (Twill) | Size S – 4XL
Item no. 116015-087/566  

Blaser Leather Belt Ludwig
Tough real leather belt in colour chestnut | Buckle in colour brass antique | Two belt loops  
Colour brown | Material 100% real leather | contains non-textile parts of animal origin
(cow hide) | Size S  – XL 
Item no. 116124-032/600

Blaser Twill Blouse Emilia 
Feminine, slightly waisted cut | Chest pockets with flap and button |
Colour beige/brown checked | Material 100% cotton | Size 34 – 46 
Item no. 116110-087/262

Blaser Active VINTAGE Trousers Andrina   
Water-repellent VINTAGE outershell with TeflonEcoElite™ finish | Special elastic knee trimmings pro-
viding maximum ease of movement | Integrated woven belt with snap lock | Two slit pockets and small 
left thigh pocket, each closable with zipper | Discreet ARGALI logo embroidery in colour gold
Colour brown/mélange (574) | Material VINTAGE Fabric – 100% polyester bonded with Jersey, 
 TeflonEcoElite™ finish | Trimmings Trimming 1: 95% polyester, 5% elastane | Trimming 2: knee trim-
mings – 94% polyester, 6% elastane | Size 34 – 46 
Item no. 117039-136/574 

Blaser VINTAGE Softshell Jacket Andrea     
VINTAGE outer shell fabric with TeflonEcoElite™ finish | Highly water-repellent, windproof and breath-
able, bonded with membrane and fleece – however seams not taped | Lightweight | Mesh lining in 
front area | High, raised collar with pack-away hood | Hood with elastic edging | Two-way zipper with 
chin protection and inner wind flap | Two spacious side pockets, all mesh-lined and with zipper |  
Side pocket zipper closes from top downwards | Vertical inner pocket with zipper | Elastic inner cuffs 
with thumb loop for wind- and warmth insulation | Elastic hem | Decorative ARGALI logo embroidery 
in colour gold
Colour brown/mélange | Material  VINTAGE Fabric – 100% polyester | bonded with membrane & 
fleece | TeflonEcoElite™ finish | Lining front lining: 100% polyester mesh | Trimmings 95% polyester, 
5% elastane | Membrane bonded (10.000 WP, 5.000 MVP) | Size 34 – 46 
Item no. 117020-136/574 

Blaser Workwear Trousers Finn 
Trousers made of durable canvas fabric | Pre-shaped knees | Two slit pockets | Two patch pockets with 
flap | Knife pocket on the right | Hip pocket with zipper | Double belt loop
Colour toffee (664), dune (617) | Material 100% cotton (Canvas) | Size 46 – 66, 25 – 30
Item no. 115010-070/664 | Item no. 115010-070/617 

Blaser Polo Shirt Sandro 
Short-sleeve polo shirt | Dune-coloured bamboo piqué optics | Casual polo collar with decorative 
ribbon | Three-button placket with real horn buttons and decorative, coarse, zig-zag seam | Elongated 
back area | ARGALI logo embroidery on left breast | Elastic sleeve hems | Sporty side seam slits with 
small ARGALI logo rivets | Decorative seams on sleeve set-in and hem
Colour dune | Material 100% cotton |  Trimmings 100% cotton (button placket) | contains non-textile 
parts of animal origin (real horn buttons) | Size S – 4XL
Item no. 117015-013/617

Blaser SUEDE Jacket Nicolas  
Precious Suede Jacket in olive with a soft teddy fleece lining and dark brown with a super soft camo 
fleece lining | Raised collar with fixed hood | Hood adjustable by elastic drawstring | One-way zipper 
with chin protection | Elastane cuffs for wind and warmth insulation | Two spacious slit pockets each 
with zipper | Discreet ARGALI embroidery
Colour olive (555), dark brown (672, 100% polyester) | Material 60% polyacrylic, 40% polyester 
Suede bonded with boa |  Trimmings 100% polyester RAMTEX | Size S – 4XL 
Item no. 116075-067/555 | Item no. 116075-067/672  

Blaser Softshell Jacket Edwin 
Softshell jacket with windlock-function | Water- and dirt-repellent, windproof | Cosy fleece lining with 
insulating function | Stand-up collar | Hem adjustable by drawstring | Two-way zipper with chin protec-
tion | Two slit pockets each with zipper | Elastane cuffs for wind and heat insulation
Colour brown/mélange | Material 55% polyester, 45% wool (lambswool) bonded with 100% polyester 
Fleece | Trimmings 100% polyester RAMTEX | Size S – 4XL 
Item no. 116107-011/574 

Blaser Cap with Patch 
Cap with tab for the German traditional “Branch of respect” | Patch with ARGALI logo on the front
Colour dark olive | Material 100% cotton | Size One size
Item no. 116100-107/566

Real Leather Belt Leonhard 
Real leather belt in used-look | Metal buckle in colour matt silver | Seven punch holes | ARGALI logo 
embossing on the belt tip 
Colour brown | Material 100% cow hide | contains non-textile parts of animal origin (cow hide) | 
Size S – XL
Item no. 117042-032/600
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Blaser ACTIVE Primaloft Jacket Peer 
Water-repellent through TeflonEcoElite™ finish | High-quality PRIMALOFT insulation | Ripstop outer-
shell with discreet Blaser print | Lightweight | Elastic inserts on underarm and body sides ensuring ease 
of movement | Two-way zipper covered with chin protection | Stand-up collar | Two warm, fleece-lined 
slit pockets with zipper and decorative, orange coloured zipper garages | Elastic hem | Vertical inner 
document pocket | Discreet, orange coloured ARGALI logo print
Colour mud | Material 100% polyamide with Blaser print, TeflonEcoElite™ finish | Lining 100% pol-
yester with Blaser print;  pocket lining: 100% polyester fleece | Padding 100% polyester PRIMALOFT 
(100 g) | Trimmings 100% polyester | Size S – 4XL
Item no. 117001-113/675

Blaser Active Vest Arno 
Lightweight and elastic | Warming and insulating through 3M-Thinsulate padding | Two-way zipper 
with chin protection | Two heat-insulating slit pockets each with zipper
Colour brown/mélange | Material 100% polyester bonded with Jersey | Padding 100% polyester 
3M-Thinsulate 80 g | Trimmings 100% polyester | Size S – 4XL 
Item no. 116072-112/576

Blaser Softshell Jacket Sascha 
Lightweight softshell jacket | Highly water-repellent, windproof and breathable, bonded with mem-
brane and jersey, however seams not taped | Cosy fleece inside| Stand-up collar | Detachable hood, 
adjustable by elastic drawstings | One-way zipper with chin protection and inner wind flap | Two 
spacious side pockets each mesh-lined and with zipper | Right front pocket with two-coloured zipper |  
Vertical inner document pocket, mesh-lined with zipper | Additional pocket on upper sleeve with zip-
per | Decorative ARGALI logo embroidery on upper sleeve pocket | Sleeves and hem with decorative, 
elastic braid
Colour light brown/brown mottled | Material shell fabric: 100% polyester with TeflonEcoElite™ finish |  
bonded with Membrane and Jersey | Trimmings back neck halfmoon: 100 % polyester | Membrane 
bonded (10.000 WP, 5.000 MVP) | Size XS  – 4XL
Item no. 117019-011/603 

Blaser SUEDE Jacket Nicola 
Precious Suede Jacket in olive with a soft teddy fleece lining and dark brown with a super soft camo 
fleece lining | Raised collar with fixed hood | Hood adjustable by elastic drawstring | One-way zipper 
with chin protection | Elastane cuffs for wind and warmth insulation | Two spacious slit pockets each 
with zipper
Colour olive (555), dark brown (672) | Material (555) 60% polyacrylic, 40% polyester Suede bonded 
with boa; (672) 100% polyester |  Trimmings trimming 1: (wind flap and hem): 100% polyester RAM-
TEX; trimming 2: (triangle insert trimming): 95% polyester, 5% elastane | Size S – 4XL
Item no. 116082-067/555 | Item no. 116082-067/672

Blaser Fleece Jacket Gwendola 
Cosy and pleasant fleece jacket | Slightly raised collar | Two slit pockets | Thumb loops at cuffs |  
Waisted feminine cut
Colour brown/mélange | Material 100% polyester | Size 34  – 46 
Item no. 116068-008/574 

Blaser Workwear Trousers Finnia 
Ladies trousers made of durable canvas fabric | Two slit pockets | Two patch pockets with flap and 
concealed snap buttons | Two back pockets with buttons | Robust belt loops | Discreet ARGALI logo 
embroidery
Colour toffee | Material 100% cotton (Canvas) | Lining pocket lining: 63% polyester, 37% cotton |  
Size 34 – 46 
Item no. 117024-070/664

Blaser Casual Outdoor Shoes 
Lightweight and flexible, lace-up casual outdoor shoes | Outer shell fabric of cow hide nappa leather 
and textile fabric | Excellent grip through Vibram® sole | Comfortable fit | Washable inlay sole | Blaser 
embroidery on heel area | ARGALI logo embossing 
Colour brown/black | Material outer shell fabric: 80% cow leather, 15% polyester, 5% elastodiene | 
Soles: elastodiene & polyurethane (Vibram®) | Lining 100% polyester (Mesh) |  Trimmings 100% cow 
leather | contains non-textile parts of animal origin (cow leather) | Size 37 – 47 
Item no. 117116-044/615 

Blaser Stalking Boots 
Waterproof and breathable | Low noise Vibram® stalking soles | Robust and stainless, riveted hooks and 
eyes | Locking hooks | Boulder cover | Shock-absorbing EVA midsole | Made of chrome-free tanned 
Perwanger leather | EU Production | contains non-textile parts of animal origin cow hide
Farbe brown/black | Material outer shell fabric 1: 100% cow hide; outer shell fabric 2 („Spring“): 100% 
polyamide (Cordura®); soles: 100% elastodiene (Vibram®) | insole: 100% polyamide | resoleable |  
contains non-textile parts of animal origin (cow leather) | Lining 100% polyester | Membrane 80% 
polyurethane, 20% polyamide | Size 39 – 47 
Item no. 116130-044/615 („All Season“) | Item no. 116129-044/615 („Spring“) | 
Item no. 116131-044/615 („Winter“) 

1. Stalking Boots All Season: shank height 13 cm
2. Stalking Boots Spring: shank height 13 cm
3. Stalking Boots Winter: shank height 16 cm

1.

2.

3.
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Blaser Basic Fleece Jacket Hannes 
Lightweight, extra cosy and warming fleece jacket | Noiseless | Stand-up collar | Two-way zipper with 
chin protection | Two slit pockets with zipper | Left inner pocket | Adjustable hem | Decorative pocket 
and elbow trimmings made of ARGALI fabric | Discreet ARGALI logo embroidery
Colour olive (555), dark chocolate brown (604) | Material 100% polyester | Trimmings 55% polyam-
ide, 45% polyester | Size S – 4XL 
Item no. 117006-12/555 | Item no. 117006-12/604 

Blaser T-Shirt Arnold
Round-neck shirt in reed green colour | Patch chest pocket in camo looks | Striking ARGALI logo print 
on the back side in camo
Colour reed green/camo | Material 100% cotton | Size S – 4XL
Item no. 117016-006/550 

Blaser Active Fleece Jacket Hanna 
Water and dirt-repellent finish | Elastic trims | Elongated back area | Two-way zipper covered with chin 
protection | Slightly raised collar with fixed hood | Two fleece-lined slit pockets with zipper | Cosy 
inner lining
Colour brown/ mélange | Material 100% polyester | Trimmings 96% polyester, 4% elastane |  
Size 34 – 44 
Item no. 115066-112/574 

Blaser Poplin Blouse Sara
Slightly tailored feminine cut | Continuous button strip | Darts in the front and back guarantee 
optimal fit
Colour orange/yellow/olive checked | Material 100% cotton | Size 34 – 46 
Item no. 116041-087/342 

Blaser T-Shirt Olivia
Short-sleeve shirt with V-neck in reed green colour | Summery light bamboo jersey fabric | ARGALI 
logo print on front side | Decorative seam on sleeves and hem
Colour reed green | Material 100% cotton | Size 34 – 46 
Item no. 117017-006/552 

Blaser Light Down Jacket Roberta 
Absolutely lightweight and soft down jacket | Front, back and lower sleeves with down filling and dec-
orative seams | Stand-up collar | One-way zipper with chin protection and inner wind flap | Two side 
pockets | Breast pocket on left side with zipper | Elastic cuffs with thumb loop | Elastic hem |  
Decorative ARGALI logo print on left chest pocket 
Colour brown | Material 100% polyamide | Lining 100% polyamide | Padding front-, back and sleeve 
trimming: 90% down, 10% feathers - 40 g | contains non-textile parts of animal origin (down and feath-
ers) | Trimmings front, back and sleeve trimming: 100% polyester | Size 34 – 46 
Item no. 117021-026/600

Blaser Light Down Jacket Robert 
Absolutely lightweight and soft down jacket | Front, back and lower sleeves with down filling and  
decorative seams | Stand-up collar | One-way zipper with chin protection and inner wind flap | Two 
side pockets | Breast pocket on left side with zipper | Elastic cuffs with thumb loop | Elastic hem |  
Decorative ARGALI logo print on left chest pocket 
Colour brown | Material 100% polyamide | Lining 100% polyamide | Padding front-, back and sleeve 
trimming: 90% down, 10% feathers - 50 g | Contains non-textile parts of animal origin (down and 
feathers) | Trimmings front, back and sleeve trimming: 100% polyester | Size S – 4XL 
Item no. 117022-026/600 

Blaser Logo T-Shirt
Available in two different colours | Basic roundneck shirt | Double seam along sleeve and border | 
ARGALI on front side, matching the colour of the shirt
Colour dune (613), olive (555) | Material 100% cotton | Size S – 4XL 
Item no.114021-006/613 | Item no.114021-006/555
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Blaser Active Trousers Hakon   
Elastic Active Trousers with water-repellent TeflonEcoElite™ finish | Close fit for optimum ease of move-
ment | Double belt loops | Two spacious slit pockets with zipper | Right back pocket with zipper |  
Two vent slits mesh-lining and zipper | Vent zippers opening from bottom to top | Extra robust trim-
mings on knees, shins and bottom | Pre-shaped knees | Integrated insect gaiters with elasic band and 
fixing hook | Elastic hems | ARGALI logo embroidery on left slit pocket and right thigh
Colour brown | Material 90% polyamide, 10% elastane with water-repellent TeflonEcoElite™ finish |  
Lining pocket lining: 100% polyester mesh | Trimmings 73% polyester, 21% aramid, 6% elastane | 
Size 46 – 56 
Item no. 116053-113/600

Blaser Active Fleece Jacket Cuno 
Water- and dirt-repellent finish on outer material | Elastic inserts for ease of movement | Elongated back 
area | Two-way zipper underlaid with chin protection | Slightly raised collar with fixed hood | Two 
fleece-lined slit pockets with zipper | Waistband  adjustable by elastic drawstring | Cosy inner lining |  
pocket on the inside
Colour brown/mélange | Material shell fabric 1: 100% polyester shell fabric 2: 96% polyester,  
4% elastane | Trimmings 96% polyester, 4% elastane | Size S – 3XL 
Item no. 115033-112/574

Blaser Fleece Troyer Ulrich 
Extraordinary soft and cosy fleece troyer | Water- and dirt-repellent | Stand-up collar with zipper and 
chin protection | Left breast pocket with zipper | Additional elastic inner cuff with thumb loop | Deco-
rative seams in burned orange | Discreet ARGALI logo print on breast pocket
Colour brown | Material 91% polyester, 9% elastane bonded with fleece and finish |  
Trimmings 90% polyester, 10% elastane (chest pocket) | Size XS – 4XL
Item no. 117018-112/600 

FUNCTIONAL JACKETS | Active Hunt ARGALI | Men

Blaser Active Underwear Shirt 
Long-sleeve shirt with insulating function | Optimal moisture management | Highly flexible | Body 
supporting function | Breathable
Colour brown | Material 83% polyester, 17% elastane (Lycra) | Size M – 3XL 
Item no. 115038-019/610 

Blaser Active Underwear Trousers 
Long tights with insulating function | Optimal moisture management | Highly flexible | Body  
supporting function | Breathable
Colour brown | Material 83% polyester, 17% elastane (Lycra) | Size M – 3XL 
Item no. 115039-019/610 

Blaser ARGALI Jacket Light Sporty 
Water- and windproof as well as breathable through RAMBRANE | ARGALI fabric with TeflonEcoElite™ 
finish | Two-way zipper covered by a selvage with snap buttons | Chin protection | Napoleon pocket 
with zipper | Two flap patch pockets with slit pockets | Breast pocket with flap | cuffs variable by snap 
button strap | Mesh lining inside | Hem fixable by elastic drawstring | Three inner pockets with zipper | 
Mobile phone and pen pocket inside
Colour brown/mélange (576) | olive/mélange (523) | Material 55% polyamide, 45% polyester with 
TeflonEcoElite™ finish | Lining 100% polyester, emboss, 8000 WP, 5000 MVP | Membrane 100% 
polyester RAMBRANE | Trimmings 100% polyester | Size S – 4XL
Item no. 116027-001/576 | Item no. 116027-001/523 

Blaser ARGALI Trousers Sporty Proxi   
ARGALI fabric with TeflonEcoElite™ finish | Noiseless | Optimized, close fit for maximum ease of move-
ment | Double belt loops | Anti-slip elastic band | Two back pockets with flaps and snap buttons |  
Two slit pockets | Two spacious leg pockets with flap and concealed snap buttons | Knife pocket right | 
Discreet ARGALI logo emboideries | Decorative ARGALI rivets
Colour brown/mélange (576), olive/mélange (523) | Material 55% polyamide, 45% polyester, with 
TeflonEcoElite™ finish | Lining pocket lining: 63% polyester, 37% cotton | Trimmings 100% polyester 
RAMTEX (knife pocket & belt loop) | Size 46 – 62
Item no. 117035-001/523 | Item no. 117035-001/576  

Blaser Poplin Shirt Classic Boris
Light, airy poplin shirt | Kent collar | Chest pocket left | ARGALI logo embroidery
Colour camel-brown | Material 100% cotton | Size S – 4XL 
Item no. 117011- 087/661  

Blaser ARGALI Quilted Vest 
ARGALI fabric with TeflonEcoElite™ finish | Noiseless and lightweight | Two-way zipper with chin
protection | Two slit pockets fleece-lined with reinforced edging | One inner pocket on the left
Colour brown/mélange (576), olive/mélange (523) | Material 55% polyamide, 45% polyester with  
TeflonEcoElite™ finish | Lining 100% polyester | Padding 100% polyester PRIMALOFT – 100 g |  
Trimmings 100% polyester RAMTEX | Size S – 4XL
Item no. 114048-001/576 | Item no. 114048-001/523 

Blaser Fleece Jacket Johann 
Water and dirt-repellent finish | Reinforcing trimmings made of ARGALI outer material with Teflon fin-
ish | Two-way zipper covered with chin protection | Raised fleece-lined collar | Breast pocket left | Two 
fleece-lined slit pockets with zipper | Waistband adjustable by elastic drawstring | Cosy inner lining
Colour mud | Material 100% polyester | Padding Padding 100% polyester (chest trimming right) |  
Trimmings  55% polyamide, 45% polyester | Size S – 4XL
Item no. 115008-008/675
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Blaser Polo Shirt David
Short-sleeve polo | Polo collar | Three-button placket with real horn buttons | Two closable patch  
chest pockets with buttons | Collar, button placket and breast pocket in matching ARGALI fabric 
Colour brown/mélange | Material 100% cotton, (160 g Jersey ) with real horn buttons | contains 
non-textile parts of animal origin (real horn buttons) | Trimmings 55% polyamide, 45% polyester  
Size S – 4XL 
Item no. 116011-013/576 

Blaser Travel Hat  
Water-repellent | Crushable | UV A+B protection | Breathable | Easy-care
Colour loden green (512), dark brown/mottled (670) | Material 100% new wool (wool felt) | Contains 
non-textile parts of animal origin (real leather trimming) | Size 54 – 62 
Item no. 114070-119/512 | Item no. 114070-119/670 

ARGALI | Men ARGALI | Ladies

Blaser ARGALI 2-in-1 Jacket 
Inner jacket: Detachable | Extremely fast drying, lightweight and breathable | ARGALI patches as 
reinforced edging | Two zipper pockets | Outer jacket: Water- and windproof as well as breathable 
through RAMBRANE | Noiseless, even in freezing temperatures | Two bellow pockets with comfort flap |  
Fixing strap for a quick pocket access | Two zipped thermal slit pockets and two slit pockets, all lined 
with fleece | Tight fit for utmost ease of movement | Cuffs adjustable by snap button strap | Two-way 
zipper covered by a wind flap with snap buttons | Game and Napoleon pocket with zipper | Mobile 
phone and pen pocket | Four waterproof inner pockets with zipper | Breathable mesh lining | Extended 
tags for a comfortable zipper access with gloves | Precious, reinforcing RAMTEX trimmings | Fully 
fixable, lined and removable hood
Colour brown/mélange | Material Outer jacket: 55% polyamide, 45% polyester Inner jacket: 100% 
polyester fleece | Lining Outer jacket: 100% polyester, Inner jacket: 100% polyester | Trimmings  
100% polyester RAMTEX | Membrane 100% polyester RAMBRANE | Size S – 4XL 
Item no. 114029-001/576  

Blaser ARGALI Trousers Light Proxi    
Water- and windproof as well as breathable through RAMBRANE | ARGALI shell fabric with TeflonEco- 
Elite™ finish | Noiseless | Optimised, close fit for high ease of movement | Anti-slip elastic waistband | 
Inner legs with durable RAMTEX trimmings for silent movement | Concealed, right back pocket with zipper 
| Two slit pockets | Spacious patch leg pocket with additional smaller inside pocket for GPS, torch or mobile 
phone, closable by flap | Knife pocket right | Discreet ARGALI logo embroidery
Colour brown/mélange (576), olive/mélange (523) | Material 55% polyamide, 45% polyester, with 
TeflonEcoElite™ finish | Lining lining 1: 100% polyester | lining 2: (pocket lining): 63% polyester, 
37% cotton | Trimmings 100% polyester RAMTEX | Membrane 100% polyester RAMBRANE (WP 
1.000/MVP 6.000) | Size 46 – 66, 25 – 30 
Item no. 117005-001/523 | Item no. 117005-001/576  

Blaser ARGALI Cap Summer 
Classical cap with tab for the German traditional “Branch of respect” | ARGALI fabric with  
TeflonEcoElite™ finish
Colour brown/mélange (576), olive/mélange (523) | Material 55% polyamide, 45% polyester |  
Size One size
Item no. 116094-001/523 | Item no. 116094-001/576

Blaser ARGALI Jacket Light Sporty Ladies 
Water- and windproof as well as breathable through RAMBRANE | ARGALI fabric with Teflon finish |    
Two-way zipper covered by a selvage with snap buttons | Chin protection | Napoleon pocket with 
zipper | Breast pocket with flap | Two thermal slit pockets with zipper, fleece-lined | Two flap patch 
pockets with fleece – lined slit pockets | Variable cuffs by snap button strap | Mesh lining inside | 
Waistband and hem fixable by elastic drawstring | Three inner pockets with zipper | Mobile phone and 
pen pocket on the inside
Colour brown/mélange | Material 55% polyamide, 45% polyester | Lining 100% polyester | Membrane 
100% polyester RAMBRANE | Size 34 – 46 
Item no. 116028-001/576  

Blaser Fleece Jacket Arnika 
Water- and dirt-repellent finish | Reinforcing trimmings made of ARGALI outer material with Teflon fin-
ish | Two-way zipper covered with chin protection | Raised collar, fleece-lined | Two fleece-lined slit |  
pockets with zipper | Waistband adjustable by elastic drawstring | Cosy inner lining
Colour mud | Material 100% polyester | Padding 100% polyester (60 g) | Trimmings 55% polyamide, 
45% polyester | Size 34 – 46 
Item no. 115026-008/675 

Blaser ARGALI Trousers Light+ Ladies 
ARGALI fabric with TeflonEcoElite™ finish | Waterproof, windproof and breathable through RAM-
BRANE | Noiseless | Close, feminine fit ensuring freedom of movement | Robust belt loops | Two slit 
pockets | Spacious patch leg pocket with concealed snap buttons | Two back pockets with button | 
Disrceet ARGALI logo embroidery
Colour brown/mélange | Material 55% polyamide, 45% polyester with TeflonEcoElite™ finish | Lining 
100% polyester with Blaser print; pocket lining: 63% polyester, 37% cotton | Membrane 100% polyes-
ter RAMBRANE, wind & waterproof (WP 1.000/MVP 6.000) | Size 34 – 46
Item no. 117026-001/576  

Blaser Socks „Allround“
Allround socks with perfect thermo- and insulation function |Climate regulating function | Moisture 
wicking | Ergonomically positioned protectors made of polypropylene
Colour grey-brown/mottled | Material 50% wool, 50% polypropylene | Trimming 100% polypropylene | 
Size 39 – 41, 42 – 44, 45 – 47 
Item no. 115102-104/702  

Blaser Socken „Long“
Extra long cuffs | Perfect insulating function at low temperatures | Moisture wicking | Thermo regulating 
function, warming in cold weather, prevents heat accumulation | Strategically well-positioned protectors 
made of Climayarn
Colour grey-brown/mottled | Material 60% polyester, 40% wool (Merino wool) | Trimming 50% wool 
(Merino wool), 50% polypropylene | Size 39 – 41, 42 – 44, 45 – 47
Item no. 115101-104/702  
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RAM | Men RAM | Men

Blaser Active RAM Trousers Nevis    
RAM Active Trousers with water-repellent TeflonEcoElite™ finish | High ease of movement through 
elastic trimmings used on complete back part | Two vent slits with zipper | Vent zippers opening from 
bottom to top | Double belt loops | Pre-shaped knees | Two spacious slit pockets | Two front leg pockets 
with flap and zipper | Knife pocket | Integrated wind- and snow guard with anti-slip elastic band and 
fixing hook | ARGALI logo stick
Colour chestnut (668) | Material 90% polyester, 10% polyamide, with TeflonEcoElite™ finish |  
Trimmings Trimming 1 (elastic trimmings with TeflonEcoElite™ finish): 95% polyester, 5% elastane |  
 Trimming 2 (snow gaiters): 100% polyester | Size 46 – 58
Item no. 117004-136/668 

Blaser RAM Jacket Light Sportiv     
Waterproof, windproof and breathable through RAMBRANE | Durable RAM fabric | Lightweight mesh 
lining | Stand-up collar | Detachable hood, individually adjustable by two elastic drawstrings |  
Extended hood bill | Two-way zipper | Double wind flap with concealed snap buttons | Chin protection |  
Decorative, black shoulder and elbow trimmings | Two slit pockets with zipper closable from top 
downwards | Two bellow pockets each closable with zipper and snap button flap | Two additional slit 
pockets concealed behind the bellow pockets | Left chest pocket with snap button flap | Two spacious, 
horizontal inner document pockets | Inner mobile phone pocket with velcro | Pen pocket | Large rear 
pocket with two zippers | Cuffs adjustable by snap button | Hem adjustable by elastic drawstring | 
Decorative, gold coloured ARGALI logo embroideries
Colour chestnut (668) | Material 90% polyester, 10% polyamide with TeflonEcoElite™ finish | Lining 
100% polyester (upper part mesh lining, lower part Blaser print lining) | Trimmings 96% polyester, 4% 
elastane | Membrane 100% polyester RAMBRANE (WP 6.000/MVP10.000) | Size S  – 4XL
Item no. 117027-071/668 

Blaser “Touch” Gloves    
Special fabric on finger tip of thumb and forefinger to ensure easy usage of touchscreen devices |  
Rubberised suface ensuring safe grip | Warming inner fleece | Fleece cuffs
Colour dark brown (657) | Material 92% polyester 8% elastane | Trimmings Touch finger:  
70% polyamide 30% Silver Lurex | Size S – XXL
Item no. 113012-088/657

Blaser Reversible Leather Belt Hubertus
Reversible leather belt | Frontside in colour black | Reverse side in colour chestnut | Buckle turnable 
with exclusive ARGALI embossing | Contains non-textile parts of animal origin
Colour black/chestnut (673) | Material 100% cow hide | contains non-textile parts of animal origin 
(cow hide) | Size One size, 130 cm 
Item no. 116123-032/673 

Blaser Twill Shirt Alan 
Kent collar | Slightly waisted longsleeve shirt with button placket | Coloured coconut buttons | Two 
closable patch chest pockets | Adjustable cuffs | Fixable roll-up sleeves
Colour sand (617) | Material 100% cotton (Twill) with coconut buttons | Trimmings: colour matching| 
Size S – 4XL
Item no. 116014-087/617

Blaser Poplin Shirt Classic Dirk 
Light, airy poplin shirt | Long sleeves | Button-down collar | Chest pocket left | ARGALI logo embroidey
Colour anthracite/darkblue/burned orange checked (706) | Material 100% cotton | Size S – 4XL
Item no. 117010-087/706 

Blaser RAM Trousers Light  
Water- and windproof as well as breathable through RAMBRANE | Durable fabric in canvas looks | 
Tight fit for maximum ease of movement | Inner legs with robust RAMTEX trimmings for silent move-
ment | Double belt loops | Covered hip pocket with zipper | Two slit pockets | Fitted leg pocket on the 
right side with additional smaller inside pocket for GPS device, torch and mobile phone | Knife pocket 
on the right side | Anti-slip elastic waistband
Colour chestnut (668) | Material 90% polyester, 10% polyamide | Lining 100% polyester | Membrane 
100% polyamide RAMBRANE (5000 WP, 3000 MVP) | Trimmings 100% polyester RAMTEX  
Size 46 – 62 
Item no. 113025-071/668  

Blaser Basic Fleece Vest Philip     
Lightweight, extra cosy and warming fleece vest | Noiseless | Guarantees freedom of movement | 
Stand-up collar | One-way zipper with chin protection | Two slit pockets with zipper | Decorative RAM-
TEX trimmings | Discreet ARGALI logo embroidery | 30 cm ARGALI logo heat print on back side
Colour dark chocolate brown (604), dark blue (443) | Material 100% polyester | Trimmings  
100% polyester RAMTEX | Size S – 4XL
Item no. 117041-112/604 | Item no. 117041-112/443   

Blaser RAM Baseball Cap    
Water-repellent through TeflonEcoElite™ finish | Velcro on backside for comfortable size adjustment | 
With tab for the German traditional “Branch of respect” | Black trimmings as reinforcement on visor | 
ARGALI embroidery in colour orange
Colour chestnut (668) | Material 90% polyester, 10% polyamide with TeflonEcoElite™ finish |  
Trimmings 94% polyester 6% elastane with TeflonEcoElite™ finish | Size One size
Item no. 117044-071/668
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BEST SELLERS | Versatile Companions BEST SELLERS | Versatile Companions

Blaser Parcours Shooting Vest Right
Inside pocket for inserting a shooting pad | Two-way zipper | Pocket for mobile phone on the left-hand 
side | Two spacious ammunition pockets on both sides | Adjustable waist | D-loops with snap button 
as towel hanger | Spacious pocket on back side | Mesh lining on back side | Special cleaner for leather 
products 
Colour camel/brown | Material 70% cotton, 30% polyamide | Trimmings trimming 1: cow hide nappa 
leather | contains non-textile parts of animal origin (cow hide nappa leather); trimming 2: 100% polyes-
ter Mesh | Size S – 5XL 
Item no. 114056-012/661

Blaser 4-Season Shooting Vest Right or Left 
Inside pocket for inserting a shooting pad | Two-way zipper | Spacious, separate ammunition pockets 
on both sides | Trimmings made of smooth nappa leather | Adjustable waist | Side slits for optimal ease 
of movement | D-loops with snap button as towel hanger | Chest pocket on left side | No extra cost – 
name embroidered on breast pocket including “Blaser” embroidered on the back 
Colour brown/olive | Material 65% polyester, 35% cotton | Lining 100% polyester | Trimmings 100% 
cow hide nappa leather | contains non-textile parts of animal origin (cow hide nappa leather) | 
Size XS – 6XL 
Item no. 309007-012/652 (right) | Item no. 309008-012/652 (left)

Blaser Mittenwald Pro 
Double belt loops | Hip pocket with zipper | Two slit pockets | Two patch pockets | Knife pocket right |  
Inner legs with durable RAMTEX trimmings for silent movement | Durable cotton trimmings on knee 
area | Extremely water-repellent hem 
Colour mud | Material 100% cotton, hem material coated on inside, taped seams (extremely water- 
repellent) | Trimmings knee trimming: 98% cotton, 2% elastane; Inner leg trimming: 100% polyester 
RAMTEX, hem: 59% polyamide, 41% polyester | Size 46 – 60, 25 – 30 
Item no. 116033-070/675  

Blaser Cap Bi-Colour
Cap with tab for the German traditional “Branch of respect” | Bicoloured
Colour olive | Material 100% cotton | Size One size 
Item no. 116099-107/555  

Blaser Cap Orange 
Cap with tab for the German traditional “Branch of respect”
Colour blaze orange | Material 100% polyester | Trimmings 100% cotton | Size One size
Item no. 116122-107/333

Blaser Blaze Jacket Gregor  
Water- and windproof through lamination | Two-way zipper covered by a wind flap with snap buttons | 
Chin protection | Two thermal slit pockets | Fixing strap for a quick pocket access | Two bellow pockets 
with flap and two slit pockets | Mesh lining in the back | Two inner pockets
Colour blaze orange | Material 100% polyester | Lining lining 1: 100% polyester, lining 2: 100% polyester |  
Trimmings 100% polyester | Size S – 3XL
Item no. 115067-121/333  

Blaser Cap Aiko
Sporty fit | With air holes | Bent visor | With ARGALI logo embroidery | One size,  
adjustable by elastic drawstring 
Colour brown | Material 100% polyester | Size One size
Item no. 116043-107/600

Blaser Blaze Vest Albin
Closed sides | Blaser print on the back | Size adjustable through clip on front side
Colour blaze orange | Material 100% polyester | Size S – XL, 2XL – 4XL 
Item no. 115118-121/333

Blaser T-Shirt ARGALI Exclusive
Basic roundneck shirt | Double seam along sleeve and border | Exclusive ARGALI embroidery  
on back and left breast
Colour brown | Material 100% cotton | Size S – 4XL 
Item no. 116010-014/600  
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The water-repellent Teflon  
EcoElite™ finish is the sustainable  
further development of the classic  

PFC- Teflon Coating. 

The fabric treatment with the  
Eco-Finish is environmentally f  riendly 
and consists by 60 % of  renewable, 
plant-based raw materials. It is three 

times more durable than other, 
non-perfluorinated impregnations.  
At the same time TeflonEcoElite™  

preserves the breathability of the treat-
ed outer fabric and provides faster  

drying, thus offering utmost functio-
nality and  wearing comfort.

TeflonEcoElite™ finish
PFC-free – sustainable

& high-performing
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FUNCTION SYMBOLISM

Water- 
repellent

Protects 
from cold

Low noise 
level

WindproofWaterproof Tough

RAM WIND-LOCK
Protection from hypothermia is of great importance on the hunt, when phases of extreme physical acti-
vity alternate with ones of motionless waiting. RAM WIND-LOCK is laminated directly onto the lining 
fabric and provides highly effective, breathable protection from the wind.

RAMBRANE
RAMBRANE is the highly effective functional membrane, specially developed for the hunt and for 
outdoor wildlife observation. It is waterproof, windproof, fully breathable and extremely tough and 
makes almost no noise.  It regulates the climate on the skin, keeping it dry, even under severely wet 
conditions, together with extreme physical exertion. During phases of less activity, it provides thermal 
insulation.

RAMshell
RAMshell is based on a three layer system that combines weather protection with breathable comfort.  
When your body is moving, moisture is transported outwards, keeping your skin dry and your body 
warm.

RAMTEX
RAMTEX combines a sophisticated appearance with a character both robust, yet light. It appears as 
a decorative, reinforcing element in high-quality outdoor textiles and possesses the optical allure of 
suede leather.

Thinsulate offers high and fine fibre density. The 
air trapped in the fibres ensures good thermal 
insulation. This breathable and water-repellent 
material can be washed and cleaned.

The individual fibres are encased in DuPont 
Teflon, increasing the durability of the 
woven fabric. The finish on the outer fabric 
is water and dirt-repellent.

Besides providing perfect thermal insulation, 
PRIMALOFT is very quiet and water-repellent. 
Thanks to its low volume, it dries quickly and 
is thermally efficient.

The Teflon EcoEliteTM finish is the sustainable further development of the classic Teflon coating. The 
impregnation is water-repellent, preservers the breathability of the outer fabric and thus offers utmost 
wearing comfort.
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NEW

A special buttstock that is tuned to the female anatomy along with the 
 pistol grip designed for slender ladies’ hands allow for effortless mounting 
of the shotgun. Perfect balance and fit lead to softer felt recoil, comfortably 
keeping you on target. The F16 Intuition boosts self-confidence and leads to 
natural intuitive shooting. Huntress and shotgun instantly become one. 
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Belts

Unisex (US) S M L XL

Waist length (cm) 75 90 105 120

Total length (cm) 90-91 105-106 120-121 135-136

Socks

Europe 39-41 42-44 45-47

US 6,5-8,5 9-10,5 11-13

Shoes

UK 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

US 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

EUR/ RUS 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47

Gloves

Europe 7-7,5 8-8,5 9-9,5 10 11

International S M L XL XXL

Legal Responsibility:
Typographical errors, colour differences and those depending on production lots are possible. Products may vary depending on the product type and further 
development. 
This catalogue is valid until new release or revocation.

Total length

Waist length

SIZE CHART

www.blaser.de/outfits

Excepting errors and changes. 

Blaser Jagdwaffen GmbH
Ziegelstadel 1, 88316 Isny im Allgäu, Germany
+49-7562-702323 – www.blaser.de/outfits
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